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Abstract:  
We proposed a concept of LU transformation invariant operators.  By using this operator, 
arbitrary multi-qubit states LU transformation invariant and SLOCC invariant could be easily 
obtained.  And we find that presences two kinds of invariant operators and corresponding 
invariants.  One kind of operators yields LU invariants and the other operators results in  
SLOCC invariants. For three-qubit states, all independence LU transformation invariant are 
obtained. Furthermore, by this system method, arbitrary multi-qubit states invariants can be given.  
 PACS numbers: O3.67.Hk, 03.65.Ud, 03.65.Fd 
1. Introduction 
The determination of a given state is entangled is a fundamental and very important topic in 
the field of the quantum information theory, therefore, it is obvious that the invariants of states, 
under unitary transformations which act on single particles separately (“local” transformations), 
playa an essential role[1~4] because it could present the finest discrimination between different 
types of entanglement.  Which can be regarded as coordinates on the space of entanglement types  
(equivalently, the space of orbits of the group of local transformations).  The state of art of the 
current studying, many researchers have conducted the examination on such invariants by 
different methods, in terms of density matrices [1] and multidimensional determinants[5]. 
However, there is not a systematic method to look for LU transformation invariant, especially for  
SLOCC invariant. 
The alternative approach to the investigation for pure multi-qubit states, we have studied on 
some of the recently work[6~9] on entanglement and introduce a concept of LU transformation 
invariant operators, by which arbitrary multi-qubit LU transformation invariants and SLOCC 
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invariant can be easily obtained.  
2. LU transformation Invariants operator of multi-qubit states  
We know that two n-party pure states ψ , ϕ are equivalent under LU transformations if  
ϕψ nUUU ⊗⋅⋅⋅⊗⊗= 21                 (1) 
where   is an unitary operation acting on the Hilbert space of the jth party:  jU
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  Definition 1    For arbitrary Pauli matrix  operator we define a LU transformation 
operator 
UU ii σσ ˆˆ 1' −=   zyxi ,,,0=                     (3) 
Under this definition for an arbitrary function f, if  
( )σσ ˆ)ˆ( ' ff i =                                (4) 
we call ( )σˆf  LU transformation first invariant operator.  
Obviously, the identity operator is a LU transformation invariant operator. The Pauli 
matrix operators and
Iˆˆ 0 =σ
iσˆ ( zyxi ,,=  )in the contrary are not individually LU transformation 
invariant operators , but we have 
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where  is the corresponding real orthogonal matrix in SO(3). Therefore  
is a LU invariant operator. More generally, we can construct other LU transformation invariant 
operators  
ijO
222 ˆˆˆ zyx σσσ ++
Definition 2    
let                                                 (6) *1 ˆˆ UU ii σσ −=′′
If ( )σσ ˆ)ˆ( ff =′′ ,We call ( )σˆf  second LU transformation invariant operator. 
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Obviously, yσˆ is a second LU transformation invariant operator. 
On the other hand, we obtain 
2 2 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆx z x z
2I Iσ σ σ σ′′ ′′ ′′+ − = + −                         (7) 
So is a second LU transformation invariant operator. More generally, we can 
construct other second LU transformation invariant operators  
222 ˆˆ Izx −+σσ
3. Invariants of multi-qubit states  
By two kinds of LU transformation invariant operator, we can easily obtain two kinds of  
invariants. By first invariant operator, we can obtain real number invariant(LU transformation 
invariant); By second invariant operator , we can obtain  complex number invariant(SLOCC 
transformation invariant). 
Now we will examine some invariants of an arbitrary multi-qubit state with the LU 
transformation invariants operators.  
3.1  The real number LU transformation invariant 
In fact, the invariant:  
( )212det4 iii trI ρρ −==                         (8) 
can be obtained by the LU transformation invariant operators and  Iˆˆ 0 =σ 222 ˆˆˆ zyx σσσ ++
222 ψσψψσψψσψψψ iziyixiI −−−=          (9) 
where and "2,1=i iρ are density matrices.  
Similarly, we can show that  
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are also LU transformation invariants.  
and                   ( )214 ijijji trIII ρ−=++                            (11) 
Similarly, we can give other high degree LU transformation invariant. 
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3.2  The complex number SLOCC transformation invariant 
For second LU transformation invariant of arbitrary multi-qubit , the construction is more 
complex than first. For arbitrary even multi-qubit, there are 
*
2112 ψψ nn TTTC "" =                   (12) 
where T = yiσ . 
For arbitrary odd multi-qubit, there are 
2*
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121112 ψψψσψψσψ −−−− −+= nnznnxnn TTTTTTTTTZ """"  
(13) 
Certainly, we can give other SLOCC transformation invariant.  
4.  Results and discussion 
For a given pure state , and 1=ψψ ;there are ( )132 1 +−+ nn  invariant parameters, For pure 
three-qubit states, According to A. Sudbery[1] conclusion, there are six algebraically independent 
local invariants. 
ψψ=1I  
( )22 CtrI ρ=  
( )23 BtrI ρ=  
( )24 AtrI ρ=  
( )[ ] ( ) ( )335 3 BAABBA trtrtrI ρρρρρ −−⊗=  
3216 424 dddI ABC +−== τ  
By two kinds of LU transformation invariant operator, we can easily obtain two kinds of LU 
transformation invariants. 
ψψ=1I  
( ) ( )22222 21 ψσψψσψψσψψψρ CzCyCxCtrI +++==  
( ) ( )22223 21 ψσψψσψψσψψψρ BzByBxBtrI +++==  
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where, 
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and ψσψσ AxAx = , etc. 
ABABC CdddI =+−== 3216 424τ  
where 
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* ψσσψψσσσψψσσσψ yyzyyxyyABC −+=    (15) 
Furthermore, we find . BCACAB CCC ==
the above idea we can obtain the LU transformation invariants for any multi-qubit pure and 
mixed states. Further discussion we will given in other papers.  
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